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Dnd 5e kalashtar stats

Kalashtar is a composite breed created from the union of mankind and the renegade spirit of the level of dreams – spirits called quori. Kalashtar is often seen as a wise, spiritual people with great compassion for others. But there is an infallible alien quality in the Kalashtar, because they are
haunted by the contradictions of their seculian spirit. Source: Unearthed Arcana 52 - Competitions Eberro's ability to score increases. Your wisdom and charisma increase by 1. In addition, one of your selections' ability score increases by 1. Age. Kalashtar develops physically at the same
time as humans and has a similar lifespan. Alignment. A noble spirit tied to a Kalashtar drives it towards legal and good behavior. Most fish sners associate strong self-discipline with compassion for all sentient beings, but some fish sners resist the virive effect of their lives. Size. Kalashtar is
similar in builder to humans, although they are typically a few inches longer. Your size is Medium. Speed. The basic walking speed is 10 meters. Two minds. When you make a wisdom savings throw, you can use your reaction to gain an advantage on the roll. You can use this feature
immediately before or after rolling, but before any of the effects of the roller occur. Mental discipline. You're against psychological damage. Mind Link. You can talk telepathically to all the creatures you see 20 meters away from you. You don't have to share the language with the creature to
understand your telepathic messages, but the creature must be able to understand at least one language or be telepathic itself. As a bonus activity, when you talk telepathically to a creature, you can give that creature the ability to talk telepathically to you until the beginning of your next shift.
To use this ability, the creature must be 20 meters away from you and be able to see you. Psychic glamour. Choose one of the following skills: Insight, Intimidation, Performance, or Persuasion. You have the advantage of all the talent checks you do with that skill. Cut off from sleep.
Kalashtar sleeps, but they do not connect to the level of dreams like other creatures. Instead, their minds draw on the memories of the spirit of another world as they sleep. As such, you are immune to magical spells and effects that require you to dream, such as a dream spell, but not for
spells and effects that will sleep on you, such as Uniloitsu. 's staff speaks. You can read and write Common, Quor, and one other language of your own. Click to edit the contents of this page. Click to change the editing of individual parts of the page (if possible). See edit link headers when
they are available. Content alone without editing the source of the entire page. Learn how this page has evolved in the past. If you want to discuss the content of this page - this is the easiest way to do it. View and manage attachments on this page. View link to this page and include it.
Change the page name (including url, possibly category). View the wiki source on this page without editing it. View or specify a main page (used to create breadcrumbs and scabbing). Notify administrators if there is objectionable content on this page. Something's not working as expected?
Find out what's Wikidot.com and help section. Wikidot.com - what you can, what you shouldn't, etc. Wikidot.com privacy policy. Kalashtar is a native breed of Eberron's Dungeons &amp; Dragons regulation and is one of its four unique races alongside Changeling, Shifter and Warforged.
Although they have their fans, out of four, they are usually considered the least liked for a number of reasons. First, their close bond with psionics, which are not heavily integrated into the Eberron environment (unlike the Dark Sun) or particularly popular, especially in the third edition.

Secondly, their subject of human psionic offshoot has been done before, as seen with Elan and the Maenadie and, hell, probably even Githzerai and Githyank. Finally, there is the fact that psionic human offshoot is just not as unique as, for example, Sapient golem or playable
therianthrope/doppelganger. Kalashtars has been in every equivalent of the Eberron Player manual since the setting debuted on 3 December. They are further expanded in the 3e-splatbooks of Eberron and Sarlona secrets and in a 4e Dragon Magazine article The Power of mind: Kalashtar
#385. Who are they? [edit] Kalastour's roots are on Dal Quor's plane, orrery's dream machine. In particular, it is a question of the diabolical inhabitants of the machine, Quor, and the civil war between them as to whether or not their plans were needed to prevent Quor Tarai, the spirit of age,
from changing. There were fewer of those who thought they should accept change, and their more numerond relatives slaughtered them; Trying to escape, they partially entered the mortal world chamber, using dreams of dreaming mortals to take temporary shelter. Eventually, these
rebelLious Quors dropped to 67 and found salvation when their leader, Taratai, used this dream exchange to speak to the master of the human being in the land of Adar, which had traditionally been a refuge in Sarlona. The chief monk agreed to give them sanctuary and put together his 66
brothers, a ritual performed so that the Quors could not only voluntarily own them, but permanently reunite each Quor with their master, creating a completely new creature. Kalashtar (Wandering Dreams) was born literally at that moment. Since human quori hybrids had children, they found
that their offspring were mentally connected to their parents' quor, effectively sharing each spirit with several Simultaneously. By the time the Kalashtar had evolved into a true breed, which is undeniably a planetary race, quori rebels were not effectively incapable of direct communication
with humanoid hosts or manipulating their bodies; each quor is a kind of collective subconscious that creates a nest of mind for all fishers of a particular bloodline. It's only when they sleep that the Kalashtar commune quorie, when they spend their sleep soaking up the memories of their
founding spirit - that doesn't mean the founders can't communicate with their blood, just that it's difficult for them. However, when they wake up, they can convey information to an impossible extent, since each founder exists in the subconscious of each of their individual children and is
aware of everything they know. What one kalasthar knows, others will know soon enough. A new practice has emerged in Khorvaire that revolves around body and mind grinding to strengthen the fish shtari's connection to the ancescending quori spirit, and gives it a greater amount of quor
power. This process has had physical side effects on the kalashtar. Kalashtar looks very similar to humans, but they have grace and elegance that makes them look almost too beautiful. They are slightly longer than the average person, and on their faces there is a slight angularity that
distinguishes them from the human norm, but these anomalies just make them look more attractive. In particular, all fish shtars have a penchant for psionics and are naturally telepathic. Most fish shtars use telepathy whenever they comment on a person, and they only talk if several people
need to hear their message at once. Although kalashtar can use telepathy to convey words, they often use it to convey a pure emotion; Kalashtar art and poetry are telepathic constructs based on woven memories and emotions. In fact, kalashtar telepathy begins when the kalashtar is still in
the womb; the embryonic kalashtar spends about half her pregnancy telepathically connecting with her mother and bathing in the memories of their founder quor. Kalashtar children mature at a rate that members of other breeds often find disturbing due to this strong telepathic connection;
when born, the kalashtar is probably as conscious as a 6- or 7-year-old human child. In the Kalashtar community, children are taught meditative and telepathic exercises before they can walk, and they begin the basics of combat training as soon as they have coordination. A kalashtar child
born into another culture may be confused and frustrated by the imbalance in his physical and mental development. It is clear that the kalashtar is inherently intelligent, but they are not strictly logic-driven - in fact, they cannot be; bathes in the womb in memories of a plane with is reality,
kalashtar kalashtar naturally inventive, and younger people in particular, despite their advanced intelligence, are often surprisingly naïve because they still learn to distinguish memory reality from the life reality. They tend to be warm and compassionate, but their habits and mindsets are
alien to Eberron's native breeds, and they often use flowery scientific words that do not make them easier to understand. The centrepiece of Kalashtar society is Lineage, a mental nest based around a certain quori founding spirit. The lineages are gender-specific and partly reflect the
original Adaraani monk, which first merged with the founder of Lineage. Thus, when two kalashtar partners, the boys are along the same lines as their father, and the daughters are along the same lines as their mother. Since Lineage divides the collective subconscious through its founder,
lineages are more central to traditional kalashtar thinking systems than biological families. All members of the same line share physical and personality traits, although the latter class becomes more vague than the kalashtar age and its individual experiences allow it to defend its own
persona, which is separate from the person of the founding spirit. All members of one line live together, and the kalashtar has no marriage tradition in Adar - individuals socialize for pleasure and reproduction, and children are adopted along the relevant line. In Khorvaire, this tradition is
changing. Kalashtars are known to be able to interbreed with both human and semi-lying partners; In this case, the lineage bond means that with a Kalashtar parent, same-sex children become fish snares, but children of the opposite sex belong to the other parent's breed. There is no
mention of what happens when a kalashtar sleeps with an ant, a burden or a semi-orc; It is presumably the decision of the DM whether this will lead to a mixture of half elven/semi-orcish and kalashtar children or whether the union is sterile. The foundation of kalashtar culture is the constant
war between them and the Quors; Their religion, the Path of Light, exists against the path of inspired action, and so they engage in endless guerrilla struggle to overthrow their numerous enemies. As a result, their culture is, of course, harsh; They do not shy away from pleasure, but every
activity should serve a purpose. Even artistic expression, like the fish shtari's famous love of artwork and dance, is ultimately a weapon, because their philosophy focuses on the idea that by inspiring joy and hope in others, they can undermine the dark nature of Quor Tarai and increase its
transformation from il-Lashtavar to il-Yannah. PC Stats[edit] 3E[edit] Ability Points: None Size: Average speed: 30 feet. + 2 race bonus for saving throws against mind-influencing spells and abilities, including possession +2 race bonus In diplomacy and intimidation, check +2 racial bonuses
for a race bonus checks carried out on the impersonation of human Kalashtar sleep, but they do not dream. As such, they have immunity against dream and nightmare scenes, as well as all other effects based on the object's ability to dream. Naturally psionic: Kalashtar gets 1 extra power
point per character level, regardless of whether they choose psionic class Psi-Like Ability: Kalashtar can use a Mindlink 1/day bike with a bike level of half their HD automatic languages: Common and Quor. Bonus Languages: Draconic and Riedran Popular Category: Psion 4E[Edit] Ability
Score: +2 Wisdom, +2 Charisma Size: Medium Speed: 6 Squares Vision: Normal Languages: Common, Telepathy 5 (You can communicate with another creature that shares a tongue within 5 feet.) Skill bonuses: +2 Insight, +2 for one other Double Sleuth: You can make a save throw
against the dazed or dominated effect, but only at the beginning of the fortress of mental clarity: Face the instant breakover race. When the enemy attacks your Will defense, all allies inside the outburst with 5 wins +4 for Will in turn. 5E[edit] Ability to score: Wis +2, Cha +1 Size: Average
speed: 30 feet. Languages spoken: General, Quori, One other language. Dual Mind: You can use your reaction to get the advantage of a wisdom saving throw. Mental discipline: You have resistance to psychological damage. Mind Link: You can telepathically communicate with anyone you
see within 20 feet, and you can use the Bonus function to let them respond telepathically. Cut off from dreams: Kalashtar sleeps, but they do not connect to the level of sleep like other creatures. Instead, their minds draw on the memories of the spirit of another world as they sleep. As such,
you are immune to spells and other magical effects that require you to dream, like Dream, but not for spells and other magical effects that put you to sleep, like Uni. Innoittut[edit] When quori rebels refined themselves from a group of 67 possessed people to the Kalashtar breed, their
enemies were not idle either. When they realized how the rebels had managed to gain a foothold in the main material, which had been a quor gate forbidden for ages, they naturally began to find their own way to do something similar. Instead of connecting with human fathers, as the rebels
did, il-Lashtavar's servants took a more manipulative approach. After a long process, they had achieved both the creation of a mortal cult in order to indoctrinate mortals into their service, the Way of Inspiration, and they had created their own equivalents for the kalashtar: the Inspired, also
known as chosen among themselves and empty ships among the quors themselves. The chosen ones are a human subspecies designed with a combination of psionic cuts and the addition of ant and devil blood to the breeding population. gives the Chosen Ones a very clear physical
appearance; although they mostly look human to their human being they are significantly longer than average, but lightly constructed. Their large, almond-shaped eyes are typically black, purple or viridian, although they can change color depending on the mood chosen, and their hair is
typically jet black, deep blue or deep green. They look striking and have a natural charm, perhaps helped by mild empathetic manipulation, but with a tendency to cruelty. These anti-fish shredders do not have the inherent psionic abilities of their counterparts and are not inherently linked to
a specific quor. Instead, they are natural hosts for a quor who can own them much easier than they can even own a willing human host. In this space, an empty vessel becomes nothing more than a puppet on a string; Their memories are revealed to their possessor, and long-term
possession sees their personalities shaped and insidiously reflected in the mirror of their game, but they have no consciousness or conscious control when possessed. They exist only as a figurehead of the path of inspiration and tools to fight the fish snard and all the other enemies of
quors. Despite this, and despite their strong indoctrination on the Path of Inspiration, the Chosen Are Still Creatures of Free Will, and it is not impossible to go rogue, even if such an individual becomes the object of all quors, especially if they remain in Sarlona. Because of this, the PC
statistics of empty ships, which have been selected and not possessed, appeared in the 3e Eberron Campaign Setting splatbook, which was hidden among monsters - however, they have not appeared since. No, you can't play Inspired. You can, but you should do their stats. Here's the
statistic block for empty ships: No ability to score transformers Mid-bottom ground speed 30 feet Naturally Psionic (Ex): Empty ships get 1 extra psionic power point per level, regardless of whether they've actually taken levels in the psionic class. Skills: An empty vessel receives +4 skill
points 1. level and +1 skill points at each level. Knowledge (Eberron levels) is always a class skill for empty ships. +2 racial bonus for bluff, diplomacy and intimidation checks. +2 breed bonus for Disguise sheds made to pass as a human being. Bonus feat: Empty ship wins 1 bonus feat at
1st level. Popular category: Psion Level Adjustment: +1 See also [edit] Dungeons &amp; Dragons 3rd Edition competitions
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